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Abstract 
The paper addresses a resonant sensor with array of micromachined cantilevers oscillating over the channel of high-
electron-mobility transistor (HEMT)-like structure and controlling source-drain current flowing along it. Electrical 
readout is realized by direct modulation of the electric current by vibrating cantilevers. Simple analytical model 
accounting for the impact of electric field fringing on the output performance of the resonant sensor under 
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Introduction 
Arrays of resonating cantilevers have been proposed as a platform for small mass sensing. Shift of the 
cantilever's resonant frequency caused by  loading of the mass to be detected is usually registered by 
optical or capacitive readout techniques. The increasing  number of cantilevers in the array  is inevitably 
accompanied by growing complexity of such readout circuits.  Resonant gate transistor has been the first 
resonant sensor with electrical readout [1] which was realized by direct transduction of  mechanical  
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